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June 13, 2015
Bumper Crop VI Continuance

Ensemble Director: Prof. Dean McNeill

Saturday, June 13
7:00 PM-8:00 PM
Quance Theatre, UofS
Admission: By Donation

Notes: Like our previous 5 Bumper Crop CDs Continuance features UofS music and non music majors—about 50/50—performing a sampling of the repertoire that the ensemble has been working on within the spring semester. Continuance also represents a healthy mixture of classic arrangements, new repertoire (i.e. composed for large jazz ensemble specifically), and special Canadian guest artists.

June 13 performers include

Saxes: Brendan Catalano, Anna Wheeler, Eric Wong, Adam Jasienski, Marc Holt
Trumpets: Silas Friesen, David Snell, Nicholas Arsenault, Mitchell Bonohowski, Colin Grant
Trombones: Erika Rybinski, Graeme Peters, McLean, Taylor, Emilee Kowaliuk
Guitar: Stephen Davis, Lauren Thuringer
Piano: Jared Tehse, Irene Frances Elliott
Bass: Nevin Buehler, Leo Laniece
Drums: Ethan McKibben, Nathan Abramyk
Vocals: Amy Keller, Michelle Auser

For more info contact: dean.mcneill@usask.ca
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REPERTOIRE

Spring 2012

Like Something Else* 5:11
soloist: Bill Prouten
comp./arr. Bill Prouten

Rhyme 6:31
soloist: Irene Elliott
comp./arr. David Springfield

At Last 4:53
vocals: Amy Keller
comp. Mack Gordon and Harry Warren,
arr. Dave Wolpe

Jody Grind 4:38
soloists: Michael Stankowski,
Brendan Catalano, Mackenzie Usher
comp. Horace Silver, arr. by John Clayton

* with special guest tenor saxophonist Bill Prouten

Spring 2015

Slick 3:55
soloists: Silas Friesen, Eric Wong
comp./arr. James Zollar

Body and Soul 6:53
solo piano: Jared Tehse
comp. Johnny Green, arr. Jared Tehse

Tread Softly* 4:38
vocals: Eileen Laverty,
soloists: Silas Friesen, Eric Wong
comp. Eileen Laverty, arr. Allan Gilliland

All I Need* 4:21
vocals: Eileen Laverty,
soloist: Silas Friesen, Eric Wong
comp. Eileen Laverty, arr. Allan Gilliland

Orange Coloured Sky 2:25
vocals Fiyinfoluwa Obayan
comp. Milton DeLugg and Willie Stein,
arr. Jon Harpin

* with special guest vocalist Eileen Laverty

Spring 2014

Oclupaca 6:12
soloists: Erika Rybinski, Mitch Bonokoski,
Irene Elliott, Brendan Catalano
comp. Duke Ellington,
arr. Michael Philip Mossman

Brush Taps 4:35
soloist: Ethan McKibben, Irene Elliott
comp. Louis Belson, arr. Mark Taylor

True North 3:49
soloist: Irene Elliott
comp./arr. Mike Dana

Total Time 54:01

Ensemble Director: Professor Dean McNeill
CD design: Alisa Baldwin
North Lights photos: Dr. Pete Meechan

2011-2012 ENSEMBLE

REEDS:
Alto Sax: Gerard Weber, Sarah Suchan, Daniel Tang,
Tenor Sax: Chelsea Jellison, Brendan Catalano, Adam Jasieniuk,
Bari Sax: Marc Holt

BRASS:
Trumpets: Stephanie Easom, Silas Friesen, David Snell, Amber Grant,
French Horn: James Waddell,
Trombones: Erika Rybinski, Taylor McLean, Jamie Winder, Graeme Peters,
Bass Trombone: Emilee Kowaliuk

RHYTHM:
Guitar: Michael Stankowski, Stephen Davis,
Piano: Jared Tehse, Irene Elliott,
Bass: Nevin Buehler, Matt Brockman,
Drums: Mackenzie Usher, Bryce Glendenning

VOCALS:
Amy Keller, Amber Grant, Jeremiah Scott

2012-2013 ENSEMBLE

REEDS:
Alto Sax: Gerard Weber, Daniel Tang, Marc Holt,
Tenor Sax: Brendan Catalano, Brendan Catalano, Adam Jasieniuk,
Bari Sax: Sarah Suchan

BRASS:
Trumpets: Ben Fortosky, Amber Grant, David Snell, Silas Friesen,
French Horn: James Waddell,
Trombones: Erika Rybinski, Taylor McLean, Jamie Winder, Graeme Peters,
Bass Trombone: Emilee Kowaliuk

RHYTHM:
Guitar: Michael Stankowski, Stephen Davis,
Piano: Jared Tehse,
Bass: Nevin Buehler, Emmett Fortofsky,
Drums: Ethan McKibben

VOCALS:
Michelle Auser, Dani McKinnon, Fiyinfoluwa Obayan, Andrew Linsley,
Amy Timm

2013-2014 ENSEMBLE

REEDS:
Alto Sax: Brendan Catalano, Daniel Tang, Megan Bauman,
Tenor Sax: Eric Wong, Anna Wheeler, Jason Ho, Connor Denomy,
Bari Sax: Marc Holt

BRASS:
Trumpets: Silas Friesen, David Snell, Mitch Bonokoski, Nick Arsenault, Colin Grant,
Trombones: Erika Rybinski, Mitch Cassidy, Jamie Winder, Graeme Peters,
Bass Trombone: Wesley Belanger-Osatchuk

RHYTHM:
Guitar: Michael Stankowski, Lauren Thuringer,
Piano: Jared Tehse, Irene Elliott,
Bass: Nevin Buehler, Emmett Fortofsky,
Drums: Ethan McKibben, Nathan Abramyk

VOCALS:
Michelle Auser, Erika Rybinski, Amy Timm

2014-2015 JAZZ COMBO

TRUMPET: Silas Friesen
SAXOPHONE: Eric Wong
GUITAR: Lauren Thuringer
BASS: Emmett Fortofsky
DRUMS: Nathan Abramyk
SOLO PIANO: Jared Tehse
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